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Working from home is not always
easy, and these last dozen months
have tested the resolve of a large
number of people, thrust into the
throes of home oﬃces and virtual
colleagues. From the turmoil of
2020, however, grew one deliciously
wine-related success story that serves
not only as an example of a workingfrom-home woman who ran with
an idea that really landed with her
community, but also as a delightful
oﬀering to help you elevate your athome experience—whether you work
there or not.
Apéro Chez Vous is a winedelivery membership service that
blossomed out of the constraints of
Covid. It is owned and operated by
Maude Renaud-Brisson—a local
and beloved wine pro known for
her contagious aﬀection for vino
and the stories each bottle contains.
Her company, Apéro Mode, was
founded in 2019 and helped expose
Vancouver to the French apéro
(Renaud-Brisson hails from Quebec),
a social pause between work and
dinner in which to unwind and
enjoy a drink. Apéro Nights was
an immediate hit, ﬁlling pop-up
locations with winos savouring really
interesting sips. It had just gained
serious traction when coronavirus
hit, and the world turned inwards.
She took little more than a pause
before redirecting her eﬀorts toward

bringing Apéro to individual homes
with Apéro Chez Vous—curated
boxes of wines delivered to your
door, paired with notes and a Zoom
date to enjoy alongside RenaudBrisson herself, featured winemakers
or sommeliers, and others who
purchased the same box. In such a
time of unknowns, these brief and
tasty moments of connection were
a godsend to many, and the boxes
quickly sold out each month.
What sets Apéro Chez Vous apart
is an extremely personal touch, which
promptly translates into an actual
wine experience in your home. Each
box contains four wines, always
thoughtfully selected, with a focus on
sustainability and quality. The Apéro
branding is catchy and endearing, and
Maude’s attention to detail never fails
to impress, with detailed notes and
stories that give you genuine personal
insight into the makers and shakers of
the wine world.
Most importantly, she recently
announced delivery across all of
B.C. We know how important it is to
support local but, in this case, Apéro
Chez Vous actually serves to support
you. We have all spent an inordinate
amount of time at home, and now
you can unwind with your own
rendition of apéro at home. Take
the pause and sip the wine; you’ve
earned it. Aperomode.com

Virtual Wine Tastings Feature
Some Of B.C.’s Best Bottles
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EXPLORE CANADA’S
LARGEST COLLECTION OF

VIRTUAL TASTINGS
RESERVE A PRIVATE ONLINE WINE
EXPERIENCE CURATED BY THE
OKANAGAN VALLEY’S TOP WINERIES
Your group of 20 or more will be hosted digitally by
an expert wine ambassador. Wines are delivered to
your doors across Canada with cheese, chocolate
and theme enhancement options available.

TO PLAN YOUR VIRTUAL TASTING,
VISIT THE PRIVATE EVENTS TAB AT
MISSIONHILLWINERY.COM
CEDARCREEK.BC.CA

Fancy yourself an oenophile? Or a self-described newbie to wine
but nothing if not enthusiastic? Now we can enjoy expert-guided
tastings safely at home, hosted by some of B.C.’s ﬁnest wineries.
Mission Hill Family Estate, CedarCreek Estate Winery,
Road 13 Vineyards and Liquidity Wines have created Canada’s
largest collection of virtual tastings, hosted digitally by expert wine
ambassadors. Choose from seasonal and themed collections, like
Mission Hill’s The Winemaker’s Craft or CedarCreek’s Purely
Platinum, or do a deep dive into Pinot Noirs, Burgundian-style
Chardonnays ... you get the picture. To host your own tasting, for
yourself and others that do not live in your household, anywhere
in the country, via Zoom, choose online from one or more of the
exclusive tasting collections, plus optional themed add-ons like artisan
cheeses, chocolates and chef demos. Then, provide a list of shipping
addresses. Your orders will be couriered to each participant’s door. Set
up your tasting date and time, learn and sip! These virtual tastings are
a great way to keep connected with your friends or family (or work
fam), especially if you want to throw a distanced special-occasion
celebration with other wine lovers. You and guests will be personally
guided through each wine, along with an informative, engaging visual
presentation. Cheers! Missionhillwinery.com | Cedarcreek.bc.ca

